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It was great to see so many of you again 
at the conference this month – we had 
more than 170 groups represented, car 
and bike, and your feedback showed 
that all our delegates responded well 
to the new, interactive format.

I don’t know about the other speakers, 
but I can tell you that having comments 
written electronically on a giant screen 
behind you, while you are actually 
making your presentation, does add a 
certain focus to what you are saying!

But the great thing is all those 
comments are captured and analysed, 
not just for my presentation, but all the 

others.  And the same goes for your 
contributions to the three workshops 
during the day: we can now see from 
your comments what works and what 
doesn’t.  It’s all feedback that will help 
us shape future conference ideas and 
themes.  

I’m told by Dave Shenton that it will 
take two or three weeks to process 
properly, but when we have it, it will 
be posted in the Groups area of the 
website.

Personally I found the open forum 
session quite good: taking questions 
from the floor on a wide range of 
subjects.  But of course the time 
constraints will mean not everybody 
gets to have their say, which is again 
why the electronic tablets are so 
useful.

I would like to use this Insight to 
reiterate a few points from Conference, 
particularly for those who couldn’t get 
there in person for any reason. This 
August, we did some research to 
understand what the general public 
knew and thought of the IAM.  We 
profiled 24 towns and cities across 
the UK, and interviewed about 3,000 
people.

Car newsletter winner Tony Stopforth of Wirral 
Car Group

Groups achievement award winner Mike Page of 
Stratford Car Group

Groups achievement award winner Eric Bush of 
Severn Advanced Motorcyclists
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The exercise - brand tracking 
- brought home some uncomfortable 
truths, and also some welcome news. 
The good news is that the IAM name 
is known, but perhaps as you would 
expect, it is not yet as well known as 
either the AA or the RAC.  Both of 
these are considered “superbrands”. 
So we have a long way to go to really 
compete - but we are trying, and I know 
you are too, and encouragingly our 
media exposure has increased by 20 
per cent this year after a fantastic 150 
per cent increase last year.

When we asked who they would use 
for training, these superbrands came 
out top.  And while we didn’t come 
first, I am really pleased that we sit 
just below these two organisations 
- between them they have over 15 
million customers and spend millions 
building marketing awareness through 
advertising.

The interviewees told us that the IAM 
is:

• Trustworthy
• Respected
• Considered to be experts

These are excellent attributes, of which 
we should be very proud.  But here is 
our challenge:

We’re also seen as:

• Boring
• Not at all fashionable
• Unhelpful
• And not much fun
• Not friendly

If this is how we are perceived, we 
must all make an effort to change.  
At the conference, I felt that some of 
you didn’t feel this reflected the efforts 
you had made.  And while this is true, 
we are all seen in the same way.  For 
those of you doing things differently, I 
feel you are being held back by those 
whose heads remain firmly in the sand.  

At Chiswick we are doing our bit. 
But it’s groups who spend time with 
our customers and members. You 
remain the face of the IAM and so 
you too must work on your image.

Boring, unhelpful and “no fun” will not 
help us to grow - worse still it means 
people won’t seek to improve their 
driving / riding, and that means road 
safety suffers. 

It is our collective responsibility to 
make the necessary changes – and I 
know you will rise to the challenge

At the conference this month the issue of insurance cover for observers under 
training came up.  We can confirm that we have addressed this and that the 
insurance is now clearly in place.  The public liability policy is due for renewal in 
the next few weeks and any revised wording will be included within that when it 
is posted on the group area of the website.

By way of background, although neither of our policies specifically states 
“trainee observer”, cover has always been incorporated under the general 
heading of Group Observers and cover has applied under both the Aviva 
Groups policy and the Hiscox IAM policy where appropriate. To avoid 
any misunderstanding in the future, both policies will be endorsed where 
applicable to make specific mention of trainee observers.

The Fred Welch Rose Bowl 
winner - Bob Farish

Motorcycle newsletter of the year winner Mark 
Watling of Devon Advanced Motorcyclists

The Lord Strathcarron 
award presentation
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